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f;'C$LEF{C 5"q Normal quantile plot of the 500 sample means in Figure

5.8(b). Ihe distribution is close to normal.

The mean and standard deviation of 7
The sample meanx from a sample or an experiment'is an estimate of the mean
pi of the underlying population, just as a sample proporlion p is an estimate
of a population proportionp. The sampling distribution of 7 is determined by
the design used to produce the data, the sample size n, and the population
distribution.

Select an SRS of size n foom a population, and measure a variable X on
each individual in the sample. The n measurements are values of n random
variables Xr,Xz, . . . ,Xr. A single X is a measurement on one individual se-

lected at random foom the population and therefore has the distribution of
the population. If the population is large relative to the sample, we can con-
siderXr ,X7, . . . ,X,, to be independent random variables each having the same
distribution. This is our probability model for measurements on each individ-
ual in an SRS.

The sample mean of an SRS of size rz is

r:!(XrtXz-t .tX,,)
n

If the population has mean trr, then pr is the mean of each observation X,.
Therefore, by the addition rule tor means of random variables,

I
l-tr: -(!rr - lLx, l" *!x,,)

n

1: -0.r * lt. * ...* t"t) : I,t
n

t.
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That is, tlrc mean of i is tlrc sonte as the ntean of the population. The sample

meanx is therefore an unbiased estimator of the unknown population mean p.

The observations are independent, so the addition rule for variances also

applies:

@1, + otrr* ..+ o1,")

(o2 + o2 + ...+ ot)

Just as in the cise of a sample proportion p, the variability of the sampiing

distribution of a sample mean decreases as the sample size grows. Because

the standard deviation of T is o I Ji, it is again true that the standard deviation

of the statistic decreases in proportion to lhe square root of the sample size.

Here is a summary of these facts.
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Let 7 be the mean of an SRS of size n from a population having mean

p. andstandard deviation o. The mean and standard deviation of r are

How accurately does a sample mean x estimate a population mean p'?

Because the values of :r vary from sample to sample, we must give an

answer in terms of the sampling distribution. We know that:r is an unbiased estimator

of trr, so its values in repeated samples are not systematically too high or too low. Most

samples will give ani-value close to p if the sampling distribution is concentrated close

to its mean i. So th" acclrracy of estimation depends on the spread of the sampling

distribution.
The standard deviation of the population of service call lengths in Figure 5.8(a) is

o : 184.81 seconds. The length of a single call will often be far from the population

mean. If we choose an SRS o1 20 calls, the standard deviation of their mean length is

o, : 181!l : 4t.32seconds
Jzo

Averaging over more calls reduces the variability and makes it more likely that r is

.lor" io f. Ont sample size of 80 cails is 4 times 20, so the standard deviation will be

half as large:

I 84.81

J80
:20.66 seconds
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